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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
McKinneys Recognized for Exceptional Service and Support
The LCMC Endowment Fund, Inc. presented Jim McKinney a plaque recognizing him and his late
wife Fran on May 15 for their exceptional and continued support of healthcare organizations in
Lake City.
Jim and Fran made their home in Lake City for many years and Jim now resides in Conroe,
Texas. Jim served on Endowment Fund and Health District boards from 2012 to 2017. Fran and
Jim were heavily engaged on several committees supporting these organizations during that
period. Jim continues to make a substantial impact supporting healthcare delivery in Lake City
through financial contributions to the Endowment Fund.
A plaque recognizing the McKinneys will hang in the entry of the Moseley Health Care Complex
in Lake City. A smaller identical version was presented to Jim to which he responded – “I am
overwhelmed. So many people have given so much of their time and effort for the
Endowment. I humbly accept this honor with them in mind. They are the reason I am pleased
to support the LCMC Endowment.”
The plaque reads “Jim and Fran McKinney gave their leadership and time, and continue to give
financial support to the Lake City healthcare organizations that have provided comfort, a path
to wellness, and life-saving healthcare to so many.
Their service on the boards and committees of the Lake Fork Health Service District and the
LCMC Endowment Fund made those teams stronger and smarter, and facilitated the
accomplishment of their respective Missions. Their leading financial support continues today to
provide grant funding for the organizations supported by the Endowment.
Their support and effort help assure our Vision of “Lake City full of healthy people”.”
The LCMC Endowment Fund, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) established in 1996 with the Mission of
supporting quality health care delivery in Lake City through supported organizations Lake Fork
Health Service District, Silver Thread Public Health District, and Hinsdale County EMS.
###
Photo: Jim McKinney with plaque at home in Conroe, TX. Note that a framed portrait of Fran
and Jim hangs on the wall behind Jim’s left shoulder. Photo by Jim’s sister, Ann Conrad.

